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Abstract: - The results by development of physical, mathematical and numerical models for parametric 

excitation and suppression of oscillations on the interfaces separating continuous media, for carrying out 

computing, physical and natural experiments by revealing the new phenomena and parametric effects, and for 

their use in improvement the existing and creation the perspective highly efficient technological processes are 

presented. Scientific novelty of this work consists in development of the theory and applications of parametric 

excitation and suppression of oscillations on the boundaries of continua on the samples of three tasks’ classes: 

flat and radial spreading film flows of viscous incompressible liquids, conductive as well as non-conductive 

ones; surfaces of phase transition from a liquid state into a solid one; and heterogeneous granular media. The 

external actions considered are: alternating electromagnetic, vibration, acoustic and thermal fields. Along with 

linear the non-linear parametric oscillations are investigated (including strongly non-linear) too and the results 

of theoretical studies are confirmed and supplemented with the corresponding experimental data. The general 

and specific peculiarities of parametrically excited oscillations and the new parametric effects revealed are 

discussed for technical and technological applications. First the general statement and substantiation of the 

problems studied is considered, and then the various parametric oscillations in continua are analyzed from 

common methodological base. Also the assessment of a current state of the problems, analysis of their features, 

prospects of further development and the main difficulties of the methodological, mathematical and applied 

character are presented. 
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1 Actuality of parametric oscillations   
Actuality of the problem is caused by intensive 

development of the new technologies, creation of 

the devices and mechanisms of high efficiency and 

profitability based on the use of parametrically 

controlled oscillations in continua (working body), 

as well as based on stability of the system 

impossible in the absence of different effective 

suppression of oscillations.  

The periodic or quasi-periodic influences having 

regular or casual character are widespread in 

technological installations and processes [1-7]. 

These are fluctuations of a field (electric, magnetic, 

acoustic, temperature, vibration, etc.) or such 

conditions under which the acyclic changes of 

certain parameters in a system cause oscillations of 

other parameters causing, in turn, parametric 

oscillations of the system.  

Parametric oscillations in continua, especially on 

the boundaries separating different media (solid,   

liquid, gaseous), attracted the attention of many 

researchers due to their originality and widespread 

in the nature, technological and technical processes, 

etc. Significant development of the theory of 

parametric oscillations was launched in 19-th 

century by the fundamental works of Faraday, 

Savart, Magnus, Plateau, Rayleigh, Benard, 

Chernov, Cauchy, Korteweg, Reynolds, 

Ostrogradsky,  and other classics of science.  

Later on the theory was intensively developed by 

Bohr, Weber, Bussman,  Haenlein,  Taylor,  Taylor, 

Chandrasekhar,  Schlichting, Ohnesorge,  Lin, 

Tollmien, Magarvey,  Benjamin, Petrov, Landau, 

Kapitza, Zeldovich, Lavrentiev, Kutateladze etc.  

The remarkable contribution to development of 

various areas of the theory of Eigen and parametric 

oscillations in continua and their use in engineering 



and technology was brought by Lighthill, Whitham, 

Joseph, Kramer, Ostroumov, Rakhmatulin, 

Nakoryakov, Nigmatullin, Butkovsky, Samoylenko, 

Gelfgat, Kolesnichenko, Entov, Nakorchevsky, 

Vesnitsky, Sukhorukov, Ostrovsky and others.  

Parametric excitation and suppression of 

oscillations in continua gives promise on emergence 

of the new physical principles for creation of the 

processes or considerable improvement of 

possibilities and effectiveness of the existing and 

projected installations. The methods based on use of 

the strong (resonant) effects allowing developing the 

new energy- and resource-saving technologies 

important for intensive development of economy are 

especially perspective. 

Nowadays many parametrical instability 

phenomena in the flows of gases and liquids 

complicated by phase transformations and chemical 

reactions [8-14] are well known in magneto-

hydrodynamics (MHD) and physics of plasma [15-

23], thermo- and hydrodynamics of the granular and 

underground natural systems [24-28], Biology [29-

31] and others [32-35].  

 

 

1.1 The research problem 
Parametric oscillations in continua represent great 

theoretical interest and constantly extending 

practical applications, which, in turn, stimulate 

intensive development of the theory. Both for the 

theory, as well as for the practice, a case of 

parametric excitation of oscillations and a case of 

parametric suppression of casual or regular 

oscillations (stabilization of system, process) are 

equally important and have their own applications. 
Possibility for sharp efficiency intensification of 

technological processes due to parametric 

oscillations in continua was revealed more than 

century ago: for example, Chernov (1879) for the 

first time noted positive influence of mechanical 

oscillations on a quality of crystallizing ingot [36]. 

However recommendations for a choice of 

parameters for external influences were often 

contradictory or absolutely absent. By control of 

crystallizing metal’s structure the recommended 

range of fluctuations covers area of 1-250 Hz [2] 

and it is known that low-frequency mechanical, 

electromagnetic, thermal oscillations or their 

combinations most often crush the structure of metal 

making it smaller 2-10 times [24,37]. But the 

pulsing thermal field can lead to strengthening of 

orientation of the big size crystals. 

Temporal parameters’ modulation in continua 

influences stability of the physic-mechanical and 

chemical processes and can lead to stabilization of 

the certain kind instabilities [6,20-22,32,38,39] or, 

on the contrary, to excitement of instability 

[2,16,17,41-53]. Therefore the processes of 

parametric excitation and suppression of oscillations 

in continua, generally speaking, are closely 

interconnected, especially in case of strong non-

linearity of the processes and in a presence of such 

complicating factors as heterogeneity of physical 

properties of media, relaxation, etc.  

Intensive development of technology for 

generation of parametric oscillations in continua is 

caused by successful application in many areas: 

control of structure in MHD-flows [18,54,55], 

intensification of chemical and technological 

processes [56-58], localization of heating [59-63]. 

Considerable spreading was gained by vibration and 

acoustic methods in intensification of technological 

processes [1,5,9,41,64-69], which are also not 

completely studied in detail yet [58,71-73].  

 

 

1.2 Classification of parametric oscillations 
On a nature of impact on continua (technological 

processes), parametric oscillations may be classified 

as following: optimizing, intensifying, transforming 

and stabilizing. The first ones allow just improving 

the process or its some parts (acoustic granulation 

and centrifugation, etc. [5]). The second class 

increase a speed of process or its parts (the MHD-

granulation [34,73], acoustic dissolution). Then the 

third class oscillations lead to receiving essentially 

new regimes or processes impossible in absence of 

parametric action: vibration dispersing of liquids, 

crushing of structure of an ingot, spouting of drops 

from a surface of the vibrating layer of liquid or of 

the liquid under acoustic field, etc. Finally the fourth 

class give a chance to carry out stable regime of 

process in continua (decrease in hydraulic resistance 

to moving bodies in a liquid by stabilization of the 

laminar mode of flow [74-76], ensuring running the 

chemical reactions with unstable parts, etc.). 

Obviously, a strict separation among these four 

types of parametric impact on the processes in 

continua doesn't exist.  
The effects that are made by parametric 

oscillations in continua may be the first order 

(small-amplitude oscillations determined by 

frequency, intensity and speed of spreading in a 

medium) and the second order (powerful 

perturbations of medium causing the non-linear 

phenomena, violation of continuity, etc.).  

Despite abundance of works on separate classes’ 

parametrically excited (suppressed) oscillations in 

continua, research of a problem of parametric 

excitation and suppression of oscillations on the 



interfaces of continua is still in an initial state. 

Therefore the subject of researches mainly consists 

in the specified problem being considered on the 

example of specific classes of the tasks, e.g. three 

classes we studied were: film flows under prevailing 

contribution of the inertia forces, boundaries of the 

phase transition between liquid and solid states in a 

channel flow, granular gas-saturated media, with 

different types of parametric actions as for example 

in our works: electromagnetic and thermal fields, 

vibrations, etc. Parametric oscillations are 

considered mainly of the third (transforming) and 

the fourth (stabilizing) types (sometimes - the 

second type).  

The main attention is paid here to revealing the 

opportunities of forecasting the reaction of continua 

to various external influences, especially – resonant 

ones. The parametric resonance oscillations can 

form a basis for creation the essentially new highly 

effective power- and resource-saving technologies, 

e.g. receiving powders and granules by means of the 

film MHD- and vibration type granulation machines 

[73,77,78]. The parametric oscillations having effect 

of both the first order, as well as the second order on 

the interfaces of continua are considered.  

 

1.2.1 The specific of the problems considered 

For the studied phenomena essential influence of 

regularities of spatial change of parameters of the 

continua owing to what parametric oscillations, 

generally speaking, are represented by the fields of 

various physical nature described by the partial 

differential equations (PDE) is characteristic. 

Therefore according to the Law of Requisite 

Variety by Ashby [79], the external influences have 

also to be the fields distributed in space and in time 

and described by the differential equations of 

mathematical physics.  

External action can be transferred to each point 

of the continua (volumetric control) or to its 

boundary (boundary control). And the most 

effective impact on the processes in continua is 

hardly realized: so, the alternating electromagnetic 

field penetrates into conductive medium just on a 

distance of the skin-layer thickness, the acoustic 

wave also fades in a medium, and so on.  

Comparably easily realized is boundary control 

in continua, the theory of which was developed by 

Butkovsky with colleagues [24,80], Sirazetdinov 

[81,82], Ladikov [21,22], and other researchers.  

For electromagnetic control of the processes in 

continua Samoylenko proposed the linear layered 

and fibrous artificial media possessing high 

resolution (reaction of the medium to external action 

can be as much as close to the delta function) [83]. 

The theory of such systems was developed in 

[20,84]. On a nature of operating influences the 

problems of boundary control are subdivided into 

three classes [21] (control of the mass, impulse and 

energy fluxes), in each of which there are three 

types of control: with feedback, programming, and 

determination of dynamic properties of object by 

boundary values of its parameters. 

This paper is mainly devoted to the problems of 

the second (disintegration of the film flows by 

parametric oscillations) and the third (stabilization 

of the boundaries of phase transition of thin films of 

a solid phase) classes with the first and the second 

types of influences. Thus in problems of parametric 

suppression of oscillations on the boundaries of 

phase transition the crucial importance belongs to an 

energy exchange while at the electromagnetic or 

vibration initiation of a surface’s oscillations in film 

flows of viscous liquid the main role is played by an 

impulse exchange.  

The open-loop and closed-loop control systems 

are applied to excitation and suppression of 

parametric oscillations in continua (with feedback): 

the first ones - when the return influence of the 

continua on the actuation device is negligible (for 

example, electromagnetic influence on medium in 

case of small magnetic Reynolds numbers), the 

second - for non-linear media and stabilization of 

the fast-proceeding processes, etc. Thus, at the first 

stage of researches in both cases it is necessary to 

reveal regularities of boundary impact on 

technological process, on the second stage - to 

define the structure and parameters of the device 

providing the demanded impact on continua.  

In the modern continuum mechanics differing in 

merge to many areas of physics, penetration into 

various technical and biological systems with broad 

application of mathematical modeling and 

computers, the problems of the programmed open-

loop control in touch with improvement of structure 

of ingots [37,38], vibration mixing and 

intensification of heat transfer [2,4], stabilization of 

technological processes [21,32,85], parametric wave 

excitation on liquid surfaces [49,86,87], stabilization 

of a flow in a boundary layer using suction and 

blow-in [57,76], and many others [35,88-93] have 

been considered. Many new tasks were solved 

during the recent decades [70,94-104].  

 

1.2.2 Parametric action and problem formulation  

In general the problem of parametric excitation and 

suppression of oscillations in continua can be 

formulated as follows. After schematization of the 

physical phenomenon, allocation of its most 

essential and minor parameters and creation of 



physical and mathematical models with the 

subsequent choice optimum from them (in a certain 

sense) it is necessary to investigate regularities of 

system perturbations’ development in space-time.  

It leads to establishment of the correlations of a 

type ( , , ; , , ) 0n j j j jF A k A k 

   , where , ,j j jA k  are 

the amplitude, frequency and a wave vector of j-th 

perturbation, respectively, 
jA
  is a vector of the 

perturbed parameters of the system (process) of 

dimension J. Asterisks noted parameters belong to 

Eigen fluctuations of a system, 
nF  are the sought 

relations of parameters (e.g. differential), n=1, N , N

 J (by N<J there is an uncertainty of a task).  

The behavior of continua is defined by 

parameters of Eigen fluctuations and external 

influences. Therefore the problem of excitation 

(suppression) of parametric oscillations can be 

reduced to determination of physically realized 

parameters , ,j j jA k  providing the necessary mode, 

or the set type of a vector function ( , , , )j x y z tA .  

In particular, in case of parametric oscillations on 

the interfaces separating different media it is often 

possible to reduce a task to solution of the equation 

for boundary oscillations (e.g.  free surface of film 

flow, crystallization surface, etc.) and solution of the 

equation alternating external exciting force (field).  

Problems of suppression and excitation of 

oscillations of the set type in continua demand 

control of all other perturbations as the energy 

pumping in a certain wave mode in non-linear 

systems can lead to its transfer into another modes, 

which may lead to a strongly complicated regime. 

The purpose of our research was development of 

a set of physical, mathematical and numerical 

models for parametric excitation and suppression of 

oscillations on the interfaces separating continuous 

media, for carrying out computing, physical and 

natural experiments by revealing the new 

phenomena and parametric effects, and for their use 

in improvement the existing and creation the 

perspective efficient profitable technologies.  

Scientific novelty of this work consists in 

development of the theory and applications of 

parametric excitation and suppression of oscillations 

on the boundaries of continua on the samples of 

three tasks’ classes: flat and radial spreading film 

flows of viscous incompressible liquids, conductive 

as well as non-conductive ones; surfaces of phase 

transition from a liquid into a solid state; and 

heterogeneous granular media.  

The external actions considered are: alternating 

electromagnetic field, vibration, acoustic and 

thermal fields. Along with linear ones also the non-

linear parametric oscillations were investigated 

(including strongly non-linear) and the results of 

theoretical researches were confirmed and 

supplemented with the corresponding experimental 

data. The general and specific peculiarities of 

parametrically excited oscillations and the new 

parametric effects came to the light.  

Based on the general statement of the problems 

studied and their substantiation made the various 

parametric oscillations in continua are considered 

from common methodological base. The assessment 

of a current state of the problems, analysis of their 

features, prospects of further development and the 

main difficulties of the methodological, 

mathematical and applied character are given. 

 

1.2.3 Peculiarities of parametric oscillations in 

the film flows and crystallizing surfaces 

The class of problems on parametric excitation and 

suppression of oscillations on the surfaces of the flat 

and radial film flows of conductive and non-

conductive liquid, both free surface as well as 

restricted by some plates, carrying-out in non-

conductive viscous incompressible liquid under 

impact of vibration, electromagnetic and acoustic 

fields in the form of progressive or standing waves, 

have been studied.  

Then the researches of parametrically excited 

and suppressed oscillations on the boundaries of 

phase transition from a liquid state into a solid 

(generally in relation to stabilization of a surface of 

thin solid layer, which may be melted in some local 

regions, by means of electromagnetic fields and 

thermal regulators - automatic control systems) have 

been done as another class of tasks.  

Parametric oscillations on the boundaries 

separating in a space phases of the heterogeneous 

system prone to temperature perturbations were 

considered with account of the non-linearity of the 

processes and physical properties of media, as well 

as with account of heterogeneous effects.  

Experimental confirmation of the consistent 

patterns determined theoretically and also 

identification of the new parametric effects on 

physical models and natural facilities is presented in 

the final chapter.  

 

 

1.3 The novelty of scientific field by 

parametric oscillations and their use 
This new scientific field represents theoretical 

research on physical and mathematical models and 

experimental installations for the various parametric 

oscillations on the interfaces of continua and 



identification of the new effects and actions causing 

the essential technological applications.  

The mathematical models have been built as 

much as possible simple but adequately reflecting if 

not all studied process, then at least its separate, 

most essential features. Complex non-linear models 

are realized by means of numerical methods on the 

computer. Models, generally rather simple, are 

convenient for computational experiments and 

possess high precision even on finite-difference 

numerical grids having rather small number of knots 

(some of them allow full realization or nearly full 

realization on personal computers).  

Validity and reliability of the results obtained 

follow from validity and reliability of the initial 

theoretical base on parametric oscillations in 

continua and the models of continua applied, from 

strict substantiated statements of the tasks solved 

and the methods for their solution, experimental 

proof of the results and their comparison to the 

known limit cases.  

Practical value of the work consists in the 

developed physical and mathematical models of 

parametric excitation and suppression of oscillations 

on the interfaces of continua. They allow calculating 

the concrete physical situations and choosing the 

technological solutions providing significant 

increase of quantitative and/or qualitative levels of 

the known devices or giving the chance for creating 

the essentially new processes and devices. 

 

1.3.1 New processes based on the results obtained  

The new technological processes based on the 

discovered new phenomena are provided here and 

some patents on the invented methods and devices 

for materials’ granulation together with the results 

of their implementation into industry are described. 

In particular, description of the film granulator for 

magnesium and its alloys, which doesn't have 

analogs in world practice developed and introduced 

by the author together with employees is given.  

All three classes of the tasks considered are 

important for this granulation machine: parametric 

control of liquid metal film disintegration 

(dispersing knot), stabilization of phase transition 

boundaries (protection of the channel walls against 

destruction and, at the same time, protection of the 

liquid metal in a channel against pollution with  

materials from the channels walls), thermo-

hydrodynamics of the granular medium (selection of 

optimum cooling regime for granules and 

achievement of highest cooling rate for the drops by 

their solidification).  

The processes studied have been described by 

partial differential equations (PDE) for mass, 

impulse and energy conservation, for homogeneous, 

as well as heterogeneous media. The equations for 

electromagnetic field and some known equations of 

the states were applied as well. 

The mathematical methods applied were the 

theory of integral transformations, averaging the 

differential and integral-differential operators, 

reductive perturbation method for the non-linear 

PDE array, numerical methods for non-linear PDE 

(e.g. split method), physical modeling of the fields 

and media interaction, etc. Such combination of 

rather different analytical and numerical methods 

together with physical modeling and practical 

testing of the phenomena and devices allowed 

investigation the features of the new phenomena as 

much as possible in detail. 

On an apt expression of the Nobel laureate on 

physics S. Chandrasekhar [6], "in magneto-

hydrodynamics it is so easy to be mistaken that it 

isn't necessary to trust result of long and difficult 

mathematical calculations if it is impossible to 

understand it physical sense; at the same time it is 

impossible to rely on a long and difficult chain of 

physical arguments if it is impossible to show it 

mathematically". These words can be carried fully 

to a problem of parametric excitation and 

suppression of oscillations in continua investigated 

by us and implemented into practice.  

 

1.3.2 The concept of investigations made 

The concept accepted here was to investigate from 

united methodological positions a problem of 

parametric excitation and suppression of oscillations 

in three various systems (film flows, boundaries of 

phase transition and granular media), and to reveal 

both peculiar features for each of them and the 

general regularities too.  

Both mathematical and physical modeling of the 

phenomena was applied to expand the areas of the 

studied phenomena and their comparative analysis 

in crossing areas, receiving data on adequacy of the 

constructed mathematical models and reliability of 

the technique applied. The results include: 

1. Theory of parametric excitation and suppression 

of oscillations on the film flow surfaces under 

action of electromagnetic fields and vibrations. 

2. Theoretically revealed and experimentally 

proved the new phenomena of soliton-like and 

shock-wave decay of the film flows into drops. 

3. Theory of parametric control of oscillations on 

the boundaries of phase transition from melted 

to solid state on the channel walls. 

4. The results for thermal hydraulic oscillations in 

granular saturated media: phenomenon of 

dissipative processes’ localization and local 



abnormal heating due to non-linear heat 

conductivity of vapor flow, etc.   

5. Experimental studies and natural experiments 

with the processes (and facilities on their base) 

on parametric control for film flow waves and 

the new created devices and processes.  

The results obtained are new in this field both in a 

theory and practical applications. Therefore our 

decision to publish these results came with a hope to 

present some prospective achievements, which may 

be of interest for scientists and industrial engineers. 

 

 

2 Scientific and engineering problems 

on parametric oscillations   
Intensive development of the modern industrial 

technologies and equipment demands for research of 

parametrically excited (caused by the periodic 

exciting force) in continua. The examples are as 

flows: dynamic stability of elastic systems, 

fluctuations of plates, covers, rods, oscillation of 

liquids in the vibrating vessels, in pipelines, pumps, 

etc. Nowadays numerous ways of parametric 

excitation and suppression of oscillations in 

continua, in particular, in the liquids are known. For 

example, physics of the superficial phenomena and 

thin films [10,33,42,85,89,90,105-121]. 
The new directions in modern natural sciences 

[35,50-52,67,86,97,122-125] appeared in touch with 

research of the non-linear processes by different 

physic-mechanical and chemical nature: thermo-

hydrodynamic and magneto-hydrodynamic instabi-

lity, catastrophes, bifurcations, self-oscillations, etc. 

In recent decades it was established that an ideal 

way of energy transfer in non-linear systems is a 

soliton [14,126-131], which mathematical descript-

tion for shallow water was given by Korteveg-De-

Vriz [131]. Lavrentyev presented the strict proof of 

their existence for a liquid of finite depth [132].  

Steady solitary waves are formed as a result of 

mutual compensation of the non-linearity and 

dispersion and combine wonderfully properties of a 

particle and a wave [29,31].  

Three new phenomena on parametric wave 

excitation have been revealed and studied by us both 

theoretically and experimentally [46-49,73,116, 

132-136], and then implemented into industrial 

practice of the new materials creation based on the 

high speed cooling of the small drops, which 

produce unique properties of the metals obtained of 

it [77,78,137-141]. 

 

 

2.1 Phenomena of thermal waves  

A number of the new interesting phenomena were 

found when studying thermal waves [66,143,144]. 

Here the non-linearity caused by dependence of 

physical properties of the medium on coordinates 

and time, in particular, heat conductivity coefficient 

dependent on temperature, which comes to zero at 

the front a thermal wave. Presence of some sources 

and severs in a medium leads to inertial delay of the 

speed of perturbation spreading.  

The revealed mechanism of volumetric heat 

absorption [59] was used as one of possible 

explanations for thermal self-isolation of a fireball 

[144]. Mathematical models of non-linear heat 

conductivity with adaptation on concrete cases 

allow describing a wide class of diffusion problems, 

distribution of thermal and electromagnetic fields.  

Some features of the considered classes of tasks 

have been already noted above, the applied 

mathematical models of continua and the ways of 

excitation and suppression of oscillations in 

continua are described and analyzed here (the main 

attention is paid to the boundary control in 

continua). Possible difficulties of methodological, 

mathematical and applied character are in a focus 

too. Besides, the statement of a number of unsolved 

tasks making a subject of our researches (present 

and partly the future ones) is given as well. 

 

 

2.2 Development of the physical and 

mathematical models of continua 
Creation of physical and mathematical models of 

continua and subsequent research of the physic-

mechanical and other processes running in them is 

most often based on the hypotheses of a continuity 

of medium and continuous n-times differentiability 

of all functions describing parameters of continua, 

almost everywhere except for separate points, lines 

or surfaces on which gaps are allowed. It allows 

using phenomenological approach applying the 

developed methods of the mathematical analysis and 

mathematical physics.  

However, though phenomenological approach 

allowed solving a set of the problems in continuum 

mechanics, which became already classical and is 

nowadays one of the most often applied, it is 

necessary to account that many processes in 

continua don't satisfy this physical model.  

For example, in turbulent flow the velocity 

acceleration fields aren't described in a class of 

continuous or nearly everywhere continuous 

functions, and the film flow compressed in the 

direction of a tangent to a free surface becomes 

nowhere differentiable in this direction even if 

remains continuous (a surface saw-tooth with teeth, 



perpendicular to it). The other examples are 

spraying and cavitation, for which individualization 

of volumes is impossible since the continua turns 

into a set of the free points.  

In heterogeneous media the fields of velocities, 

temperatures, etc. are fractured and combination of 

two various fields in one continuum, a polysemy of 

parameters belong not to the individualized point of 

a medium but to a space point in which the 

individualized points of parameters are combined in. 

Statistical approach and various options of 

variation methods [146-150] are applied to non-

classical problems of the continuum mechanics, 

which aren't satisfying to hypotheses of the 

phenomenological theory. In view of mathematical 

complexity statistical (microscopic) approach is 

often used for justification of phenomenological 

(macroscopic) models of continua if only it isn't 

unique: the discharged gases, plasma, etc. Strictly 

speaking, in the nature there are no real continua, 

however the continuity hypothesis describes them 

well at the macro level and the model of continua 

allows using the powerful theory of calculus for 

continuous functions.  

For the systems, which do not answer continuity 

hypothesis of an occupied space, the fractal [151] 

theory (objects of fractional dimension) and the 

developed integral and differential calculus of 

arbitrary order [152,153] (not only integer 

derivations and integrals as in classical calculus) are 

more adequate.  Here we generally use 

phenomenological approach at which creation of 

mathematical models of continua is based on an 

assumption that each point of the medium 

(physically infinitesimal volume), which physical 

and mathematical state is characterized by a set of 

the defining parameters introduced on the basis of 

experimental data and theoretical investigations. 

Now from a position of phenomenological 

approach such set of mathematical models for 

various tasks’ classes accounting their specific 

features has been developed that a need ripened for 

their systematization and development the basic 

principles of mathematical modeling of processes in 

continua. Therefore when developing the new 

complexes of mathematical and numerical models it 

is necessary to proceed from the modular principle 

allowing to unify as much as possible a process of 

modeling and to facilitate the use of mathematical 

and computer numerical models by various 

researchers in various tasks. 

 

2.2.1 The equations of dynamics of continua 

According to phenomenological approach, creation 

of mathematical models of continua is based on an 

assumption that each point of the medium 

(physically infinitesimal volume), which physic-

mechanical state is characterized by a set of the 

defining parameters introduced on the basis of 

experimental and theoretical data or statistically 

averaged functions (temperature, for example).  

The general equations of dynamics of continua 

by any structure (including the heterogeneous mix 

considered without phase interaction, which can be 

not taken into account when studying the movement 

of heterogeneous system as a uniform complex 

continuous medium), may be represented in a form: 

             
         

 / t div v     ,            (1) 

  /v t v v divP        
1

N

j
j jF v v 



  ,  (2) 

       
   /e t v e div q Pv Fv                (3) 

 
1

N

j
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, 

where  - density of heterogeneous medium, v - 

velocity vector for heterogeneous medium, t- time, 

P- stress tensor,
 

F - volumetric force, ,j jv - 

parameters of the medium’s components (similar for 

the other parameters), е- specific density of energy,
 

q - specific volumetric energy influx. 

The first equation (1) is mass conservation law, 

the second (2) - balance of an impulse, the third (3) 

– energy conservation. For reversible processes the 

uncompensated warmth is equal to zero. Except 

internal energy and entropy the other functions of 

state, as well as some additional thermodynamic 

relations are used.  

 

2.2.2 The exchange of mass, impulse and energy 

between phases of heterogeneous medium  
In case of heterogeneous medium when the mass, 

impulse and energy exchange between phases inside 

the volume or at the boundaries must be taken into 

account, the terms on such exchanges between 

phases of heterogeneous mix in the equation array 

(1)-(3) must be explicitly specified. Namely this 

makes the main problem in mechanics of 

heterogeneous media since it is in the most cases 

unknown. One needs to clarify the intensities of the 

mass, impulse and energy exchange between the 

phases of heterogeneous continua.  

Each phase occupies some part of each 

elementary volume of the heterogeneous medium: 

the volumetric contents of N phases j  satisfies the 

equation 
1

1
N

j
j



 , density of the medium is 



expressed through the real densities of phases by a 

formula 
1

N

j j
j

  


  . At each point of the 

heterogeneous medium N parameters are defined 

relating to the continuum (densities, velocities, 

temperatures, etc.). Set of continuums, each of 

which corresponds to its phase and fills the same 

volume, is called the multi-speed continuum.  

Summation of the equations by all phases of the 

mix gives the equations of the heterogeneous 

medium taken as a uniform system, without account 

the internal structure. Such model doesn't show 

features of interfacial interaction in heterogeneous 

mix. Contrary to it,  accounting an interaction of the 

phases’ macroscopic inclusions results in need for 

account the conditions of joint deformation and 

movement of phases, influences of a form and the 

amount of inclusions, their distributions in space, 

phase transformations, etc.  

If physic-mechanical processes in the continua 

are rather precisely described by continuous or 

nearly everywhere continuous functions of 

coordinates and time, it is possible to replace the 

system of integral conservation equations to the 

corresponding differential equations. However for 

the real continua prone to the external influences, 

the classical methods can be unacceptable owing to 

what the variation and numerical methods based on 

use of the integral correlations are remaining useful 

in case of fractured fields and media if integration 

by Riemann is replaced by integration by Lebesgue. 

 

2.2.3 The deformation of heterogeneous medium 

and interfacial interactions in a medium  

In a region of continuous or nearly everywhere 

continuous movement of a continuum, using Gauss-

Ostrogradsky's formula, it is possible to pass from 

the integral balance equations to the differential 

equation array describing thermo-hydrodynamic 

processes in the heterogeneous medium taking into 

account the joint movement of phases and the 

interfacial mass, momentum and energy exchange. 

The main obstacle in use this system by 

mathematical modeling of heterogeneous media is 

caused by need of a specification of laws of phases’ 

interactions that is the extremely difficult.  

The law of deformation of the heterogeneous 

medium depends not only on velocity fields, 

pressure, and temperature of phases; therefore 

determination of regularities of interfacial 

interaction even for special cases is very complex 

challenge. And still the accounting of fields’ 

ruptures on the boundary interfaces is absolutely 

necessary for some practically important tasks. 

At rather weak manifestation of interfacial 

interaction in the heterogeneous media, for the 

description of the processes happening in it, the 

system of differential equations obtained from the 

conservation equations by each component of the 

heterogeneous mix through the summation on all 

mix may be used.  

 

2.2.4 The balance equations 
The balance equations of an impulse and energy 

depend remarkably on relative movement of phases 

inside heterogeneous mix. Here later on from the 

mass forces only gravitational and electromagnetic 

ones are mainly considered. And inflow of the 

external energy (the so called Joule heat) or 

vibration energy of action transmitted through the 

boundary interface is accounted. Therefore 

differential equation array must also include the 

field equations: 

    0divB  , /B t rotE    , /j D t rotH    ;      (4) 

   / edv dt divP g E j B       ,  
e divD  ;       (5) 

 /de dt E j    + gv  вш вн
Ф div q q pdivv    ,    (6) 

where E j   is the Joule heat, Ф is the dissipation 

function, E E v B    , 
ej j v   - vectors of 

electric field and current density in a coordinate 

system connected to the considered volume of the 

moving continua.  

The stress tensor for the Newtonian fluid (in the 

paper only such ones are mainly considered) is 

presented in the form of the sum of a spherical 

tensor and a deviator: 
ik ik ikP p     where by a 

"mute" index supposed to be summation, 
ik - the 

Kronecker symbol. Dissipative function Ф has a 

form 
,ik i kФ v , where i,k are the so-called "mute" 

indexes, ,i kv - derivative from i-th velocity 

component by the k-th coordinate. The heat flux is 

taken by the Fourier law: q T   ,  - heat 

conductivity coefficient.  

 

2.2.5 The closing relations and laws 
The Ohm law for density of the electric current is:  

             e ej v E v B     .                  (7) 

The system (1)-( 3) can be transformed to a 

divergent form that is very important for numerical 

simulation. For its closing, except the above-stated, 

there are used also some other defining correlations, 

as well as the empirical dependences of physical 



characteristics of media from the parameters of state 

(pressure, temperature), etc.  

For instance,   is, generally speaking, function 

of pressure and temperature, and for linear materials 

without polarization the constitutive relations are 

connecting the vectors of magnetic and electric 

induction with intensity vectors of electric and 

magnetic fields through the equations:  

               
mB H ,   

eD E .                     (8) 

It is assumed that all continua considered here 

(homogeneous as well as heterogeneous) are two-

parametric [155], so that their thermodynamic 

functions e,p,s are determined by two parameters of 

state. This allow using the Gibbs correlation 

                    de Tds pdV  ,                        (9)  

where entropy for incompressible fluid is  

                 
/

ln
p V

V c

p
s c const


  ,                 (10)  

therefore 
Vde c dT const  , and for ideal gas with 

account of the Clausius-Clapeyron relation yields: 

         p RT ,   ( / )p Vc dT c dT d p   ,     (11)  

Here 
pc  is, in general, function of temperature. 

By consideration of heterogeneous media it is 

supposed that properties of each phase are defined 

from a condition of filling with this phase the total 

volume. Temperatures of phases are introduced on 

the basis of a hypothesis of local thermodynamic 

balance within a phase. Further the non-stationary 

differential equations of non-isothermal movement 

of the viscous incompressible liquid (1)-( 3), (4)-( 6) 

(which is carrying out or non-conducting) in the 

Cartesian and cylindrical coordinate systems are 

used. Therefore it is expedient to write them here for 

rather general case at constants ,m m   and variables 

, ,   . And in each considered case the ratios (7)-

(11) concretizing a model of the continua are used.   

 

 

2.3 The equations in Cartesian coordinates  
Without limiting a generality, it is possible to 

consider that the axis is directed against gravity. 

Then, believing magnetic force prevailing the 

electric one, taking into account the above-

mentioned, the system of differential equations 

(1.1.5), (1.1.6) can be written as: 
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The potential part of electromagnetic field 

(magnetic pressure) was separated in the equation 

array (12), therefore it is called the symmetric form.         

 

 

2.4 Equation array in cylindrical coordinates 
In a cylindrical coordinate system ( , , )r z , the 

coordinate surfaces are cylinders r const , semi-

planes const 
 

and planes z const , therefore 

differential equation array (12) transforms to: 
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In the represented general form the partial 

differential equation (PDE) array (12), (13) has 

mostly heuristic meaning and is normally used for 

numerical simulation. In many cases these PDEs are 

rather simplified based on the features of the 

problem stated. But as concern to analytical solution 

such PDE array is normally substantially simplified 

using specific character of the problem stated and 

estimation of the terms in the equations.  

Nowadays thanks to the remarkable progress of 

computers and numerical methods such PDE may 

be solved for many important tasks in a general 

statement. The numerical solution of many tasks in 

a general statement is still difficult even with the 

most powerful computers because the existing 

mathematical theory of numerical solution for the 

non-linear PDE is still inadequate.  

Lack of strict estimates of the errors of numerical 

solutions for PDE systems, proofs of stability and 

convergence of numerical algorithms causes the 

necessity of the integrated approach to a problems’ 

solution including the following main stages:  

 strict mathematical research of the simplified 

linearized tasks (with attraction of heuristic 

substantiation and physical intuition),  

 computational experiment on the computer,  

 establishment of adequacy of physical and 

mathematical models to a real physical process. 

Considerable difficulties in mathematical 

modeling of physic-mechanical processes in 

continua are connected with incompleteness of the 

theory of existence and uniqueness of PDE solutions 

describing the thermo- and magneto-hydrodynamic 

phenomena. And the theory is far from 

completeness as regards the equations, as well as 

their finite-difference and finite-element analogues. 

Mathematical problems of convergence and 

stability of numerical schemes are well developed 

only for linear tasks while non-linear ones are still 

in many cases insufficiently studied. As the initial 

approximations the linear theories are used.  

It is known that in many cases the solutions of 

the non-linear tasks strongly depend on accuracy 

and adequacy of statement of the boundary 

conditions. The destabilizing influence of boundary 

conditions at the solution of non-linear tasks makes 

the main significance owing to what the derivation 

of boundary conditions from physical laws and 

2 2 2

2

u v v v w w u

r r r z r r z



 

          
            

           



investigation of their influence on a character of the 

solutions obtained requires paying the attention. 

 

 

2.5 The boundary-value problems  
Statement of the boundary-value problems for 

parametric oscillations in continua requires 

specifying the type of parametrical influence: 

external electromagnetic field, vibration or thermal 

action, etc. Vibration can be characterized by a 

vector of vibration acceleration and the process can 

be considered in a moving coordinate system 

connected to the vibrating surface, which on a liquid 

spreads, considering an action of vibrations as 

oscillating body force.  

Physical substantiation of the initial and 

boundary conditions is also important stage of 

researches. Generally it is necessary to set spatial 

distribution of the main parameters of medium at the 

initial moment and the corresponding conditions on 

borders of the considered space area. But in the 

problems of stability and wave spreading in a linear 

statement it is possible to seek solution in the form 

of superposition of progressive or standing waves. 

Then the initial conditions don't essentially 

influence a nature of process as far as the main is a 

question about regularities of waves’ increase 

(decrease) but not absolute value of amplitude at the 

initial moment. 

 

2.5.1 Linear case 

In a linear theory the progressive waves  

         ( , , ) exp ( ),j jq Q y z i kx t           (14) 

are spreading along the axis x with velocity / k . 

Here jQ  is complex amplitude. Separation of the 

real part may be done in a final result. 

 

2.5.2 Substantiation of the boundary conditions 

Derivation and substantiation of the boundary 

conditions is definitely an important task to which it 

is given more and more attention [156] in 

connection with the problems of obtaining the 

missing conditions, and also appearing the 

singularities and influence of lack of boundary 

conditions on a nature of modeled processes.  

It was established that adequacy of any boundary 

condition depends on other conditions (boundary 

and initial) and the accepted mathematical model, 

and it makes an essential feature of the 

computational experiment in each specific case. 

Thus, large number of the defining factors often 

complicates and sometimes does impossible an 

analytical research of parametric oscillations in 

continua or limits its application [101,156,157].  

As shown by computational experiments, the 

question of adequacy of boundary conditions is 

connected to the type of difference schemes, ratio of 

the defining dimensionless criteria, etc. In analytical 

researches an adequacy of boundary conditions 

influences adequacy of the solution obtained. In 

computational experiment the boundary conditions 

define not only the accuracy of the solution 

obtained, but also stability of the computational 

algorithm, i.e. possibility of obtaining the solution. 

Richardson gave (1910) accurate characteristic 

of a problem of adequate statement of the boundary 

conditions [158], but due attention to it began to pay 

only recently [159-165]. In most cases research of 

boundary conditions was carried out on computers 

with use the simple two-layer explicit finite-

difference schemes for the boundary conditions of 

the first and the second type. Tasks with the mixed 

and non-linear boundary conditions present specific 

class [166], which is not studied seriously yet.  

Influence of the boundary conditions on solution 

of the boundary-value tasks about parametric 

oscillations in continua is especially important in a 

presence of the complex interfaces separating the 

media, the contact lines near which strong 

manifestation of local system dynamics takes place: 

slipping, hysteresis of contact angles, etc. So, 

existence of hysteresis of a contact angle doesn't 

allow constructing the correct theory of parametric 

oscillations even in a linear approach [154] while 

non-linearity itself can be a reason for incorrectness 

of a statement of the boundary-value problem.  

Davis and Weiland [167] showed that global 

instability of liquid films on inclined surfaces 

strongly depends on boundary conditions on the 

contact lines. Singularity of the tasks with existence 

of the interfacial and free boundaries evolving in 

space and time is caused by a microstructure of the 

contact lines and transition points, the location of 

which is changing in an unknown way.  

In general, boundary conditions on dynamic 

interfaces of continua are non-linear and non-

stationary. Non-linearity can be caused by kinematic 

(in case of free boundary) or by dynamic features: a 

contact angle hysteresis, the relaxation phenomena, 

a liquid separation from a wall in some places, etc. 

The conditions replacing classical conditions of 

sticking on a moving contact surface [168] are 

unknown; therefore it is impossible creating rather 

general adequate theory of parametric oscillations 

on the interfacial boundaries of continua.  

 



2.5.3 Thermo-hydrodynamic processes on the 

interfacial boundaries 
Features of thermo-hydrodynamic processes on the 

interfacial boundaries are defined by interaction of 

media in very thin layer having a thickness by order 

of radius of molecular interaction (the nano-sizes): 
9

10a
 m. In this layer molecules’ interaction in 

the phases causes that the physic-mechanical and 

chemical properties of the medium and its 

thermodynamic parameters differ from properties 

and parameters of the phases.  

To study the specified phenomena the various 

approaches, for example, with introduction the  -

phase concept [169] and consideration the micro-

effects, as well as other methods [33,170-173] were 

implemented. The thermo-hydrodynamic equations 

for the boundary of continua may be written [169]: 
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where , ,e p v  
 are specific internal energy of  -

phase (relating to the area of interfacial surface), 

surface tension force and velocity of the separating 

boundary movement, correspondingly. Here L   is a 

contour covering S12 surface. The equations (15) can 

be used as boundary conditions for the equations of 

micro-movement in a system and for derivation of 

the macroscopic boundary conditions. 

It should be noted that surface tension force 

depends on a surface tension coefficient defined for 

any two media by the temperature of two media and 

concentration of the containing impurity. Thus, on 

the boundaries separating solid and liquid or 

gaseous media the attraction between molecules of 

the solid medium and liquid (gas) considerably 

surpasses that between molecules of liquid (gas) 

owing to what in the majority of practically 

important cases rather good approximation to a real 

physical situation is the classical sticking condition. 

 

2.5.4 Macroscopic boundary conditions 
At a statement of macroscopic boundary conditions 

usually the phenomenological approach is used, as 

well as physical reasons and empirical laws. For 

example, considering the volume V limited by the 

surfaces S1 and S2 parallel to a boundary interface 

S12 of the media it is possible to choose the 

coordinate system in which S12 is immovable. Then, 

directing distance between surfaces S1 and S2 to zero 

and neglecting influence of a transitional layer (a 

contact surface), from the differential equation array 

(5), (6) the conditions on the boundary interface are: 

     1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2e ev nv p p n g E E n              

 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 ,ex
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Here 
ex

sp , 
ex

sq - the surface densities of the external 

forces and energy fluxes’ distributions, ,s esj   are 

the surface current and charges’ density. 

Conditions (16) represent the mass, impulse, 

energy conservation on the boundary separating 

continuous media and are the main by consideration 

of parametric oscillations on the boundaries. The 

energy fluxes q  and the fluxes of energy density sq  

have non-thermal, non-mechanical and non-

electromagnetic character (they are accounted in the 

other terms). The same is concerning to 
ex

sp .  

These conditions and (15) have quite general 

view; they are used as the corresponding starting 

boundary conditions by their statement in the 

specific physical situations. So, we mainly consider 

such tasks, for which superficial current and density 

of charges can be treated as negligible.  

Besides, the other conditions reflecting the 

specifics of a concrete physical situation can be 

satisfied too: equality of temperatures, potentials 

(hydrodynamic, chemical, etc.). For the models of 

heterogeneous media sometimes it is necessary to 

use the stochastic boundary conditions too [159] if 

the processes are substantially stochastic ones. 

 

 

3 Parametric oscillations on interfaces 

of the electro-conductive liquids 
 

3.1 Features of the boundary interfaces  
Behaviors of the boundary interfaces are defined by 

properties of media, conditions of their interaction 



and the nature of external influences (for example, 

electromagnetic - in case of the conductive media).  

Because in complex heterogeneous media it is 

impossible to follow an evolution of each separate 

boundary of the phase separation, the various 

averaged equations and models obtained at the 

accounting of the media interaction on separate 

boundaries are used [25,169,172,174-176]. For 

example, stabilization systems for the boundaries of 

phase transition (crystallization) are based on use of 

high-frequent electromagnetic fields and active 

four-pole circuits with thermo-resistors and the 

corresponding operational amplifiers. Upon 

transition from a liquid to solid phase there is a 

jump in conductivity of media, which gives a 

chance for effective control of the crystallizing 

surface form applying the high-frequent 

electromagnetic fields. 

 

3.1.1 Control systems and methods 

Control systems for the phase transition boundaries 

built on the specified principle work as follows. 

Perturbation of the boundary of phase transition 

leads to the corresponding perturbation of a 

magnetic field, and a change of current in a winding 

of the operating control system caused by it, after 

corresponding strengthening, induce a secondary 

current in thin skin-layer near interfacial boundary 

of the phase separation, and by that promotes its 

alignment (stabilization) by the Joule heat fluxes.  

Various features of the boundary control for the 

conductive liquids depending on specific physical 

situations were considered in a number of works:  

 excitation of regular oscillations of interface by 

means of constant electric field of high intensity 

creating electric breakdown of a liquid [177];  

 parametric impact on interfacial boundaries by 

crossed electric and magnetic fields [18,22,42];  

 excitation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in 

alternating magnetic fields [123,178], Rayleigh-

Taylor instability [87,98] and many other cases 

of excitation of the surface waves on interfacial 

boundaries [21,46,47,52,73,179].  

 

3.1.2 Small magnetic Reynolds numbers 

Mainly the regularities of excitation and suppression 

of the oscillations on the interfacial boundaries of 

conductive and non-conductive media by means of 

electromagnetic progressive or standing waves were 

of interest for us, by small magnetic Reynolds 

numbers Rem, when the induced electromagnetic 

field is negligible in comparison to external field. 

Mainly the thin films of the conductive liquid 

possessing a number of surprising features in the 

theoretical and applied aspect were considered.  

Due to the fact that the behavior of system is 

defined by parameters of external influences and 

Eigen oscillations, the task of parametric 

(electromagnetic in this case) excitation 

(suppression) of oscillations on the interfacial 

boundaries is formulated as a problem of 

determination and selecting the physically realized 

electromagnetic fields creating the requested effect: 

stabilization (suppression of instability) on 

boundaries of phase transition (crystallization) 

against casual or regular perturbations [21,22,32, 

109,180-182], excitation of oscillations of the film 

surface in a requested form [4,6,9,46-49,87,134-

137] and their disintegration into the drops 

(spraying, dispersing) [34,41,46,73,133,135,138-

141,183]. Force and heat (Joule thermal emissions) 

influences of the electromagnetic fields on the 

media have been investigated.  

 

3.1.3 Complex processes and singularities 

The thermo-hydrodynamic processes on interfacial 

boundaries are distinguished as highly complex and 

multi-factored. For a number of physical situations 

they have been clarified [33,184-188]. In the 

majority of works the system of two phases 

separated by a layer of interfacial transition ( -

phase) is replaced with a model zero thickness 

interface, on both sides of which the media are 

uniform by their properties up to the boundary.  

Two parameters [167,189] appear in the general 

formulation of tasks with the separating boundaries: 

capillary number Ca=We/Re and the sliding 

coefficient characterized by the slipping length 

relation to linear scale of system. At 0,Ca    

(  is surface tension coefficient) there is a 

singularity in the boundary conditions (16). Thus, 

for Ca<<1 an interface is defined not by viscous 

deformation but by local dynamics: configurations 

of a local viscous flow, sliding of phases, etc.   

Singularity in many cases yields a condition of 

sticking (non-slipping). These features lead to that 

in some physical situations the small changes of 

conditions at the interfacial boundary strongly 

influence to a change of a boundary form. So, for 

systems with a hysteresis of contact angle it is 

impossible to construct the correct stability theory 

even in a linear approach due to non-linearity of the 

boundary conditions [190] and strong sensitivity of 

global properties of parametric oscillations on the 

boundary interfaces to the conditions of the media 

contacts [169].  

Due to specified features an interaction of 

electromagnetic fields with interfacial boundaries of 

conductive media in many aspects is not fully 

understood. But in connection with various 



requirements of practice a set of the special cases 

was considered giving sometimes the contradictive 

results not allowing creating integral understanding 

of the main regularities of phenomena. It testifies to 

great importance of the tasks, which solution is still 

found in an initial stage, despite abundance of 

separate publications with achievements in partly 

understanding of some phenomena [16,18,23,34,48, 

49,73,109,117,133-137,155,178,191]. For example 

[183] it is claimed that the constant field suppresses 

instability of a tangential rupture more effectively 

than variable field, in [53] parametric effects aren't 

considered. The conclusion is drawn that the 

alternating electromagnetic field always destabilizes 

the interface boundary.  

It was shown that alternating electromagnetic 

field stabilizes long-wave part of a spectrum of the 

two-dimensional perturbations of interface of the 

conductive and non-conductive liquids and causes 

progressing of instability having character of the 

parametric resonance [86]. The last one is very 

important, for instance, for the successful solution 

of the problem of a film MHD-granulation of metals 

[73,133,138-142] studied by us. 

 

 

3.2 Boundary interfaces’ parametric control  
One of the first works on electromagnetic impact on 

a liquid metal jet with a purpose of its stabilization 

showed [21] that with a frequency of field satisfying 

the condition that a thickness of skin-layer is small 

comparing to capillary radius, the oscillations of a 

jet surface fade (steady jet). For electromagnetic 

levitation of liquid metals it was offered to use the 

law-frequency field of circular polarization for a 

jet’s support in gravitation field and the high-

frequency field for stabilization of instabilities.  

 

3.2.1 Electromagnetic control of instabilities 

Study of this problem was continued by many 

scientists. It was stimulated by need of stabilization 

the Rayleigh-Taylor [16,97,193], Kelvin-Helmholtz 

and Tonks-Frenkel instability [123,192,194,195]. 

The special kind instability of thin viscous jets and 

films, appearing the teethes on an interface (so-

called "rugosity") was investigated on the one-

dimensional and two-dimensional mathematical 

models [196], which analysis led to obtaining the 

conditions of appearing this type of instability 

connected to hyperbolic properties of the equations.  

A number of the new theoretical and 

experimental works on parametric excitation of 

oscillations on interfaces of the conductive and non-

conductive liquids by means of electromagnetic 

fields were considered in the reviews [35,197] 

containing also discussion on mechanisms of the 

fields-media interaction and analysis of quantitative 

and qualitative features of instability development 

and stabilization of the interfacial boundaries.  

Stabilization of the free and surrounded liquid 

metal jets and films have been considered in touch 

with the thermonuclear technology [191,198,199], 

excitation of parametric instability, disintegration of 

the jet and film flows - in connection with a task of 

a granulation of metals [34,46,73,133].  

 

3.2.2 Control of thermo-hydrodynamic processes  

Problems of the thermo-hydrodynamic processes’ 

control on the interfacial boundaries of phases in 

heterogeneous systems were considered for a case 

of the moving magnetized liquids in deformable 

[200] and non-deformable media [201,202]. In case 

of non-conductive liquid the control is possible by 

change of thermo-hydrodynamic parameters on the 

boundary (boundary control), for the conductive 

granular medium a current through the particles 

(heating in the points of a contact of granules owing 

to local increase in resistance leads to possibility of 

the volumetric control), for a flow of the conductive 

liquid the flow control is possible with non-

conductive particles through using the special 

electromagnetic fields [203], etc. 

In general the problem of parametric excitation 

and suppression of oscillations on the boundaries of 

the conductive liquid having important applications 

is at initial stage of development and the presented 

here results have shown an attempt of solution of a 

class of the tasks connected with disintegration and 

stabilization the liquid metal films and fronts of 

crystallization by means of progressive and standing 

electromagnetic waves.  

Automatic control (regulation) of the processes 

in continua can be programmed [24] or adaptive 

(with feedback) [32,20-22,180] that is especially 

effective for the fast-proceeding and unstable 

processes. For this reason the tasks considered by us 

are important in the theoretical and applied aspect, 

especially for those technological processes and 

devices, which are under industrial demand. 

Classification of the studied physical processes of 

parametric excitation and suppression of oscillations 

on the interfaces of continua can be tracked visually 

according to the Table. 

 

 

4 Oscillations in non-conductive media  
Parametric excitation and suppression of oscillations 

on the interfaces of non-conductive media is 

possible due to action in the volumes occupied by 

media the distributed power sources or an exchange 



of mass, impulse and energy on the boundaries. It 

allows influencing effectively the kinematic and 

thermodynamic properties of media making the 

control of the processes running in media: stabilize 

interfaces of media in case of their instability 

against casual or regular perturbations [32,39,67,86, 

109,182], excite oscillations of the required mode 

[5,6,9,47,49,87], destroy the interfacial boundaries 

by excitation of the oscillations growing by 

amplitude (in time or by any coordinate) 

[26,34,35,41,46,73,116,204].  

Table. Classification of considered problems 
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of film flows 
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physical 
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4.1 Parametric oscillations of the interfaces 
Anyway initiation of parametric fluctuations in 

continua requires exceeding some barrier of 

parameters determined by energy brought to system 

from the outside spent not only for a rating of 

fluctuations, but also for dissipation. As in the 

nature there are no absolutely elastic media, this 

lower barrier of parameters is defined by the 

dissipation energy.  

Parametric excitation of oscillations on the 

boundary interfaces of continua [64,107,205] of 

infinite sequence of areas of unstable fluctuations 

gives the maximum width for the area of 

frequencies / 2  equal to a half of frequency of the 

compelling force (the main harmonica  ).  

From a set of various ways of excitation and 

suppression of the oscillations on boundaries of 

non-conductive media the acoustic ones [51,65,72], 

vibration and vibro-thermal [41,64], mechanical and 

gas-dynamic [45,206,207], are most often used, with 

application of the surface-active substances (SAS) 

[51,208], thermo-capillary effect [52,208-211] and 

others.  

 

 

4.2 Transfer of wave energy between modes 
In many works it was noted that parametric 

excitation (suppression) of some modes can lead to 

excitation (suppression) of the others. Parametric 

stabilization of some part of harmonics by the 

applied external influences can lead to excitation of 

instability by other kind or in other part of a range 

of frequencies [52,83].  

In a majority of works the three main types of 

instability and possibility of their suppression by 

parametric action or their strengthening for the 

purpose of destruction of media are investigated: 

dispersing, spraying. One of the most developed 

areas - the theory of stability and disintegration of 

liquid jets and films - has numerous applications in 

various industrial, technical and other devices 

[34,73,90,135,212-214]. 

 

4.2.1 Special polyharmonic activators 

Research of progressive the external perturbations 

of a jet’s surface has shown that process is almost 

always generally defined by the first spectral mode. 

Complex wavy process is, as a rule, possible only 

by using special polyharmonic activators [77,215].  

Resonant modes’ interaction can lead to energy 

transfer from one mode to another. The 

phenomenon of generation the second harmonics 

called by Wilton's effect [216] is known, for 

example, when as a result of interaction of the 

gravitational and capillary waves with parameters 

2 1 2 1,k k     at the flow velocities close to the 

threshold value, yields the strengthening of waves 

by half length (transfer of wave energy).  



 

4.2.2 Parametric oscillations in film flows 

The other surprising object of researches by 

parametric oscillations - film flows - differs in a 

hydrodynamic originality and broad practical 

application. It is a problem by stability and 

disintegration (dispersing, spraying) of the boundary 

interfaces and free surfaces, etc. [114-116,217-220]. 

The flows of thin liquid layers (films) are always 

unstable even in a linear approach if only lower of 

the adjoining liquids is more viscous [221], and 

non-linear saturation of instability in moving films 

takes place at the combined action of shift and a 

surface tension.  

Attempts were made [121] to explain the general 

mechanism of the non-linear saturation of instability 

in thin films on example of the Rayleigh-Taylor 

instability. It was established that in the certain 

range of parameters’ variation the perturbation 

breaks off a standing film and doesn't break the 

moving one.  

The works [14,34,52,90,104,112,222] have been 

devoted to research by influence of external 

perturbations of unstable liquid films on dispersive 

structure of the drops which are formed as a result 

of their disintegration. So, the experimental study of 

the compelled high-frequency impact on stability of 

thin liquid films showed [223] its weak influence on 

increase rate of perturbations on the film surface, 

however influence on dispersive distribution of 

drops is considerable: reduction of the drops’ sizes 

on average is 15-20%, and with some frequencies 

up to 40%.  

In colloidal systems [224] spontaneous 

destruction of films was observed at a critical 

thickness. The phenomenon of a rupture is described 

on the basis of the numerical solution for a non-

linear boundary task. Thus by a number of authors 

the need of the account also the thermo-capillary 

effects was indicated. 

Influence of dynamic effect of air, disintegration 

of films in a direct-flow gas stream, fluctuations of a 

film surfaces, a shaping of the breaking-up 

boundary separating it from the surrounding 

medium, dispersing characteristics of a round film 

have been investigated in [86,90,104,222] and in 

other works. The behavior of interfacial boundaries 

of the films of incompressible liquid spreading in 

other liquid medium was studied in linear, as well as 

non-linear approaches.  

Within the linear theory it was shown [225] that 

in a presence of negative tangent tension the 

bending perturbations of a film surface are 

progressing and provoke to surface oscillations 

without change a film thickness. Such fluctuations 

are called the bending ones in a contrast to the 

axisymmetric fluctuations connected with a change 

of a film thickness (symmetrical to middle surface). 

It is known that long-wave film thickness 

perturbations accrue in case of prevalence of the 

negative stretching forces over capillary forces. 

Computing experiments on non-linear dynamics of 

free liquid films showed that parametric oscillations 

of interface with the liquid surrounding it amplify 

non-linear effects and lead to its disintegration.  

The stability research of a two-dimensional 

viscous liquid flow conducted by Galerkin's method 

showed [222]: in a linear case stability is defined by 

Reynolds number Re whereas in a non-linear case 

there is still a stability threshold, which is correlated 

with the experimental data.  

Vibration initiation of parametric oscillations on 

a surface of radially spreading water and solutions 

of polymers films was studied in [112]. Two types 

of bending perturbations of a film surface were 

theoretically considered: the running concentric 

waves created by the horizontal vibrating disk 

(vibrating in a vertical direction), which on a round 

jet is coming from the nozzle located over disk 

plane, and standing waves are formed from edges of 

a disk and from some defects on its surface if any.  

Radial flows of thin liquid films, change of their 

thickness, velocity profiles, and pressure fluctuation 

on a wall, stability and transition of the laminar flow 

into a turbulent one were investigated by Japanese 

scientists [226]. Many other problems by parametric 

excitation and suppression of oscillations in films 

and jets of non-conductive liquid were considered in 

a number of reviews and monographs [21,33,44,90, 

170,181,214,227-229], analyzed vibration, acoustic, 

thermo-capillary, SAS, etc. external influences.  

Thermo-hydrodynamic fluctuations in heteroge-

neous media and their influence on heat and mass 

exchange and hydrodynamic processes were investi-

gated in [9,11,64,175,230]. So, the results of 

experimental researches of heat transfer coefficients 

and hydraulic resistance [230] (carried out at a 

stationary and pulsed gas flow in porous medium) 

showed increase of processes’ intensity: with 

resonant frequencies the coefficients for the pulsing 

mode exceeded by 2-3 times the corresponding 

stationary values.  

 

4.2.3 Industrial applications 

Parametric excitation and suppression of oscillations 

on the interfacial boundaries of homogeneous and 

heterogeneous continua and their influence on 

intensity of technological processes is the new 

rapidly developing area of modern thermo-

hydrodynamics and the control theory for processes 



with distributed parameters. It is the relatively new 

science promising great opportunities in creation of 

the new resource and energy saving highly effective 

technologies and economic high-productive devices 

[117,133,138-142], which are extremely needed for 

a modern industry and economy.  

It should be noted that introduction of low-

intensive perturbations usually rather leads to some 

decrease in indicators (not resonant case) while at 

high intensity of external influences the 

technological process is defined mainly by nature of 

these influences and practically doesn't depend on 

character of unperturbed state of system. The 

resonant effects allowing significantly increase an 

intensity of process or even to receive essentially 

new phenomenon at rather low power expenses are 

especially important for practical use [34,117,133, 

135,142]. That opens direct ways to creation the 

new and to improvement the known technologies.  

Physical and mathematical models of processes 

for cases of vibration and thermal influences were 

constructed, the computer programs were created by 

us, computational and physical experiments for 

detection of regularities by earlier unexplored 

physical systems were made [133,231-233]: 

excitation of wavy processes of the stated kind and 

disintegration of the film flows of viscous liquids 

into drops (dispersing, granulation), increase of 

intensity by thermo-hydrodynamic processes in the 

presence of parameters’ oscillations on interfacial 

boundaries in heterogeneous continua and others.  

Low-amplitude linear perturbations, as well as 

the non-linear ones (including high-amplitude) are 

considered, and problems are solved in a general 

statement covering the cases of excitation and 

suppression of parametric oscillations having 

specific features and characteristic scopes. 

Mathematical models have been constructed on 

modular type allowing solving the whole class of 

the tasks by parametric excitation and suppression 

of oscillations on the interfacial boundaries of non-

conductive continua. They allowed adaptation on 

other relatives in the mathematical relation of a task 

with other external influences too.  

The results obtained have shown the available 

practical conclusions and recommendations. New 

technological decisions, some concrete designs were 

provided and the information on their efficiency and 

practical tests has been supplied. Along with 

improvement of indicators by known technologies 

and devices also the essentially new technologies 

have been developed and the devices based on the 

beautiful, original hydrodynamic phenomena were 

constructed [138-141]. For example: dispersing of 

the liquid films on the vibrating disk at the Euler's 

numbers significantly exceeding unit [77,78,133], 

use of the resonant phenomena of electromagnetic 

film flow disintegration, the soliton-like modes of 

the film flow decay, etc. 

The problem of parametric excitation and 

suppression of oscillations on the boundaries of 

continua is being solved by us in connection with 

the theory development and practical requirements. 

Generally for the development of new materials on 

the basis of granule technology, for which we 

created methods and devices by receiving particles 

of metals of a given size and with a high 

crystallization rate (cooling rate of drops was 

reached 10
4
 Celsius degrees per second!). These are 

so-called amorphous metals. The idea of their 

creation went from an assessment of durability of 

iron which Frenkel [188] gave at the beginning of 

the last century having specified that theoretical iron 

durability differs from the real one up to 1000 times.  

 

 

5 Conclusions by the results obtained 
The following conclusions have been made based 

on the results obtained: 

 Parametric excitation of the jet and film flows’ 

disintegration allowed inventing and successful 

constructing the new highly effective 

granulation and other machines implemented 

into practice of modern energy and new material 

science technologies 

 Discovered and investigated by us three new 

phenomena on film flow disintegration may be 

of interest for spreading technologies and other 

applications 

 Parametric excitation and suppression of the 

oscillations at the boundary interfaces in 

continua have been studied by many researchers 

and the results obtained revealed a number of 

useful practical application, e.g. stabilization of 

the processes, intensification, etc. 

 Specific advantages of our methods, compared 

to other ones worldwide, consist in the results 

obtained on the subject considering practically 

complicated cases. We continue this activity 

taking into account the additional real physical 

properties of considered situations.  

 Both analytical, as well as numerical methods 

were developed for solving the non-linear 

boundary problems, which present the new 

scientific direction in the field of control 

processes in continua. 

 Developed experimental facilities allowed 

testing the revealed new phenomena and create 



perspective technologies and devices for 

granulation of liquid metals. 
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